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The art of living
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Create elegants and prestigious environments, make every single space 

unique and inimitable.

Every singol details become an unique masterpiece holding our 

philosophy: 

attention to the details, tradition and innovation, uniqueness.

So our mission is lead on a global vision of furniture; Stella del Mobile 

can’t stop just at production, but combine a complete vision that allow us 

to create environments that rappresent our client’s wishes and dreams.

Our mission Care of details
Innovation
Uniqueness
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Our History

Our family continues the research and the esperience in the world of 
furniture with passion, love and dedication.
In 1968 the founder Ruggero Leardini, once he finished the school of 
drawing and carving, start to produce first carving furniture for italian 
market. In the following years, with the help of his wife Luisa, the 
business grow up and the exigent customers appreciate the high quality 
of new products.
In the ’80 and ’90 the company invest many resouces in the research anc 
innovation, becoming a leader in the production of classic furniture.
A new phase starting with the sons Andrea and Sebastiano, which, 
finished the studyes but with an innate passion for furniture, bring new 
ideas, expanded the company in the world market.
Our Company mix a “family” feature, direct and quickly with the 
customers, with a new concept of international business rappresent by 
dynamicity, puntuality and honestly require from different market in the 
world.

Stella del Mobile:  a story that look to the future

Stella del Mobile: from over forty years 
a family with passion for furniture

1968

2016
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How we work
Stella del mobile: deisgn, project and 
production: all it’s made in our fabric

All the production processes take place in our company 
establishment. 
The carpentery and the polish inside our factory allow 
a direct control of production and the possibility of 
customized our products and make them unique.
Dal design all’imballaggio del prodotto, every single work 
is carefully performs and controlls to garanty the best 
quality level.
The handmade art with the precision of technology 
A furniture that excites for his beauty, born from the 
union between the art of handmade, consequence of 
forty years of experience, and the technical precision of 
our manufactures.
Expert craftmen and high technology machines work 
together to create products with an high and unique 
artistic value.

Project: 
Where ideas born and comparing

A round table where clients express his desires and his vision that us and 
our architets make visible in a project.
The design staff of Stella del Mobile it’s one of the strenght of the 
company. Thanks to his Know-How it’s capable to lead architects and 
designers on the realization oh their ideas. Starting from handmade 
drawings we create 3d realistic render. A dedicate team of architects that 
pay attention to every single detail of each creation.
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Taylore: 
internal  design and production allow us to 
realize sartorial furniture

All clients are not the same. Right from the 
start, Stella del mobile aims to establish 
and develop an exclusive relationship with 
each of them; a unique rapport based on 
transparency and clarity. This ability to 
listen and interpret specific requirements 
is what allowsStella del mobile to position 
itself as the ideal partner in achieving tpo-
notch results: from the creative phase to the 
executive development of the project, up to 
its completion. With our staff we’re able to 
realized taylored projects, customized on 
our client’s requests.
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Production: 
Where projects become unique furnitures

14.000 square metres where projects become concrete reality: high 
technology machines with high artistic power allow our craftmen to 
create masterpieces that will furnish your home.
Every working phase is thought to be functional and to ensure 
accuracy and precision thanks to high tecnological solutions.
Impeccable finishes are for Stella del Mobile strenght and reason 
of pride, colours, transparencies, customizations make them 
inimitable and appreciated in all the world.
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Show Room:  
Where view and touch suggest ideas

To be able to touch the quality of our production 
we create in the new factory 800 square metres of 
environments furnished with our products where you 
can appreciate the quality of Stella del mobile creations
In this environments you can see different colours, style 
and finishes so to be able to lead the client to the best 
choice or to find inspiration for new products.
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Our ethics
Humas values and environmental 
awareness

Stella del Mobile pay very attention to build her activity on strong 
human values and solid principles.
For this reason we try to promote a work environment 
addicted to respect, honestly and collaboration, that included 
the involvement and empowerment of employees and 
collaboratores, with clarity on the targets to achieve and the 
ways to follow them.
The Company pay attention on principle of ambience’s 
safeguarding, for ward the safety and health of customers. A 
technological system to recovery the shaving supply the heating 
and allow us to be self-sufficient.
Safety of our products is an essential element for us, so we 
practice test of resistance and affidability and we use totally non-
toxic varnishes.
Humas values and environmental awareness are based on our 
way of working.
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Case history
Stella del Mobile: 
concrete examples of our realizations

San Pietroburgo - carvings and elegance

Refined and unique environments for this 
villa in San Pietroburgo, where architects 
have chosen our Le Rose collection 
for furnish Bedrooms and living rooms, 
prefering clear and pastel colors.

Now we want to present some our realizations; 
several start from our items fron catalogs, some 
other are complety taylored realizations; it will be 
possible to note the difference of styles, for have 
an idea of capacity and flexibility of our company.

Have a nice trip!
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Venezia - Villa with internal garden

Modern tonality colours, combined 
in a masterly way for give a touch 
of elegance and customization 
to furniture of our Classic Living 
collection

Mosca - harmony and refinement

The greatness of this villa in 
Moskow interact in a perfectly way 
with harmony and refinement of 
items from Le Rose collection
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Parigi – walk in closet

Serenity and intimacy are the predominant feelings when you come in this walk in 
closet, made specially for an apartment in the center of Paris, where green colour 
and natural wood finish are studied for give ease at our client.

New York – classicism of forms

A boiserie with classic 
proportions was realized 
specially for this office in 
the middle on Manhattam, 
in according with the 
items of Classic Living 
collection, perfect features 
for representation 
environments.
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Firenze – bright enviroments

The graceful shapes of Nuove Emozioni 
collection going to celebrate the bright 
and large enviroments of this villa in 
the Florence’s hills, an excellent union 
between art and form.

Shangai – the value of details

A bedroom one of a kind, the items of Le Rose collection are the real protagonists 
in this suite in Shangai, where every single detail exudes the value of crafts 
manufactures.
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Dubai – unique environments

The Le Rose collection was chosen to furnish the Living room of an abitation in 
Dubai, where our products decorate eclectics environments with a strong visual 
impact, celebrating their uniqueness and personality.

Londra – walk in closet

A big space become the cradle 
of an apartment’s walk in closet 
in London, crafts knowledge and 
high tecnology together create 
an elegant enviroment in every 
single detail and pratical for use in 
ordinary life.
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Doha – tailored furniture

In the middle of one of the more 
prestigious districts in the world, we 
have realized the furniture of a villa in 
Doha, through a taylormade project 
we create specially items for each 
environments, giving an high craft 
value to every single room.

Venezia – union of elegance

The Le Rose collection take inspiration from Venice’s harmony, for this reason the 
most prestigious venetian environments are the perfect cradle for our items,  creating 
a fusion between formal elegance and tipical italian style.
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Venezia – greatness of elegance

Another time a fifteenth century’s palace in Venice is the wonderful scene of an 
apartment with the items from Le Rose collection, where elengance of furniture are 
celebrate from greatness of enviroments.

Seoul - apartment

Pastel tonality colours, 
combined in a 
masterly way for give 
a touch of elegance 
and customization 
to furniture of our 
Atmosphera collection
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Doha – classicism of contemporaneity

Another project where every 
single items and details were 
realized exclusively for the rooms 
of this gorgeous villa in Doha: 
contemporany style and classic 
proportions are mixed together 
to create an original en elegant 
furniture.

Los Angeles - apartment

Thin and elegant lines give to the environment glow and contemporaneity. 
This villa was furnished  entirely customized for the client.
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Kiev: colours upon request 

In this elegant residence we 
realized furniture from Nuove 
Emozioni collection in in 
special colors requested by 
the customer, refinement and 
glamour create ad unique 
mix. 

Milano: restored villa with garden

In this villa our architects 
created a modern 
environment, revisiting 
some our collections with 
fashionable colors, creating 
specially a uniqued and 
refined gray tonality.
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Stella del mobile srl 
via del lavoro 34/35 - 37050 

Roverchiara (VR) - Italy
ph. +39 0442 685013
fax +39 0442 685116

stelladelmobile@stelladelmobile.com
www.stelladelmobile.com
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